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ABSTRACT 
This paper studies a method of shifting poles of linear constant systems via LQ 
optimal feedback. By making use of a solution to the so-called inverse regulator 
problem, this method enables us to shift poles successively by pairs while maintaining 
the well-known advantages of LQ regulators. Polynomial fractional representation is 
effectively used both to characterize the maximal pole-assignable area, which clarifies 
the theoretical bound of the LQ optimal pole shifting, and to derive an algorithm. A 
numerical example is given to illustrate the results. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The linear-quadratic (LQ) optimal regulator has been studied extensively 
during the past three decades. It is now widely recognized that this is one of 
the main design tools in modem control theory (see Anderson and Moore [l], 
Kwakemaak and Sivan [9], etc.). 
In such a design, quadratic weightings are usually regarded as tuning 
parameters: one adjusts them repeatedly until he reaches a desirable re- 
sponse. One of the drawbacks in this method is that it is not clear at all how a 
choice of weighting affects the resulting closed-loop response. Hence the 
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trial-and-error iterations are unavoidable even today. (Recently, Fujii [3] has 
proposed a new systematic design method which gives a link between 
optimal feedbacks and the closed-loop properties.) 
One of the design specifications more directly associated with the re- 
sponse is the closed-loop pole configuration. There have been a number of 
attempts to select suitable weightings to place the closed-loop poles inside a 
desirable region (see, e.g., Anderson and Moore [l]). Solheim [13] diagonal- 
ized a given system and selected a weighting individually for each of the 
decoupled modes. His method appears practical, since it enables us to shift a 
single real pole or a pair of complex conjugate poles successively, and hence 
makes adjusting easier than for general weightings. It is, however, still 
difficult to find a weighting which induces a specified closed-loop pole 
configuration even if we shift poles successively as in Solheim [ 131 (see also 
Eastman and Bossi [2]). 
A major reason for adopting the optimal regulator in practical design is its 
well-known desirable closed-loop properties (Anderson and Moore [l]), rather 
than minimizing a performance index. The particular weightings are in 
general not of primary interest. In this regard, it is sufficient to shift poles by 
a feedback which is optimal for some weighting. The inverse regulator 
problem thus comes into the picture, that is, the problem of finding a 
criterion under which a feedback is optimal for some weighting (Kalman [8]; 
Molinari [ll]; Fujii and Narazaki [4]; Sugimoto and Yamamoto [14]). 
In this paper,,we derive a design procedure by using the result by Fujii 
and Narazaki [4] and the one modified by Sugimoto and Yamamoto [14]. We 
shift each of the open-loop poles successively, while satisfying an optimality 
criterion. We will specify the m.aximul region into which a pair of (complex 
conjugate) poles can be shifted with the aid of the solution to the inverse 
regulator problem. It is also shown that repeating this procedure induces an 
overall optimal feedback with a desirable set of closed-loop poles. Therefore, 
the present approach has the advantages over the existing method in that 
(1) the closed-loop poles rather than weightings are designing parameters, 
and hence the design is more transparent; and 
(2) the complete optimality region is characterized at each step. 
An example is discussed to illustrate the results. 
2. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND PRELIMINARIES 
Consider the linear system 
(2-l) :x(t) = h(t)+ Gu(t), 
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where F E [WnXn, G E [wnx”. Unless otherwise stated, it is assumed that the 
pair (F, G) is reachable, and that G has full rank. Let a(F) be the set of all 
eigenvalues of F, and put 
Q=-:= {sEQ:;Res<O}, Q:+:=Q= -c-, 
We call the system (F, G) (a.symptoticaZly) stable if a(F) c Q: _. We also call 
the feedback law u = - Kx stable if the closed-loop system with this feed- 
back is stable. 
For simplicity, let us call a feedback optimal for the weighting 
is optimal for the performance index 
Q > 0 if it 
(2.2) I(u):=/Oa{rT(t)Qx(t)+uT(t)u(t)} dt. 
The inverse regulator problem is that of finding a criterion under which a 
stable feedback is optimal for some (unknown) Q > 0 (Kalman [S]). It is well 
known (Anderson and Moore [l]) that the circle criterion 
(2.3) WT( - jw)W(jCJ) - I, > 0 forall WEE%, 
(2.4) W(s) := I,, + K(sZ, - F) -lG, 
is necessary (but in general not sufficient) for optimality [W(s) is called the 
return difference matrix]. A complete solution to the inverse regulator 
problem was given by Fujii and Narazaki [4]: they obtained a necessary and 
sufficient condition for optimality by adding a new condition to the circle 
criterion. They also gave the following fundamental result on optimality: 
LEMMA 2.5 (Corollary 4.1 in Fujii and Narazaki [4]). Let K be a stable 
feedback applied to the reachable system (F, G). Zf the circle criterion (2.3) 
holds and 
(2.6) a(F)+a(F-GK)#O, 
then K is optimal for some Q > 0. 
Since K is assumed to be stable, the condition (2.6) means that none of 
the closed-loop poles are located at - Ai,. . . , - x,,, where A,, . . . , A, denote 
the open-loop poles such that Re Xi > 0. The above lemma states that so long 
as we avoid these points, optimulity and the circle criterion are equivalent. 
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Since there are only finitely many unstable open-loop poles, avoiding these is 
not a very strict limitation. 
Our goal is then to shift poles while satisfying the circle criterion. 
Naturally, it is difficult in general to find a feedback which assigns all poles to 
specified points, and at the same time satisfies the circle criterion. To simplify 
the problem, we shift a single real pole or a pair of complex conjugate poles 
while the others are fixed. By repeating this procedure successively, we 
finally obtain an optimal regulator which has a desired closed-loop pole 
configuration. 
To be more specific, consider the modal decomposition 
(2.7) M,lFM= Fl ’ [ 1 4 F3 ’ 
M-‘G= G1 
[ 1 G2 ’ 
via a suitable nonsingular matrix M, where 
(2.8.a) F,= [A], XER, 
or 
h:=a+pjEc-R. 
We denote by T the size of F, (i.e., r = 1 or 2). It is obvious that F3 does not 
change under feedback u = - Kx if and only if 
(2-g) KM=[K, 01, K, E RrnX’. 
In other words, when we shift only A, the feedback must satisfy (2.9). 
Note that if we take the weighting of the particular form 
QzM-~ 
[ 1 
Q1 ’ M-’ Q1~IWrX’, Q1>,O, 
00 ’ 
then it is known (Solheim [13]) that the optimal feedback satisfies (2.9). But 
taking the weightings of this form is not necessary: there can be many 
different Q which yield the same optimal gain (see, e.g., Sugimoto and 
Yamamoto [14]). Also, it has not yet been clarified whether we can obtain 
any optimal feedback satisfying (2.9) by taking the weighting of this form. 
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In order to avoid such redundancy in discussion, we treat the circle 
criterion directly, instead of taking various weightings. We aim at obtaining 
the class of all feedbacks which satisfy both (2.9) and the circle criterion. As 
a result, we will accomplish the following: 
(1) We obtain the maximal area where X is assignable while satisfying 
the circle criterion. It is interesting to note that this area can be determined 
by the left eigenvector corresponding to X without computing the decomposi- 
tion (2.7). 
(2) We also compute the optimal feedback gain which assigns h precisely 
to the given point X, in this area. 
To this end, we will make full use of the fractional representation by 
polynomial matrices. Some basic notions and preliminary results will be 
reviewed in the next section. 
3. COPRIME FACTORIZATION BY POLYNOMIAL MATRICES 
In this section we give some preliminary results on the polynomial matrix 
method. We start by reviewing some notions: for details, see Rosenbrock [ 121, 
Wolovich [15], and Kailath [7]. For a p X m polynomial matrix D(s) = 
(dij(s)), wecall uj:=max{degdij(s); i=l,...,p} the jthcolumndegree of 
D(s). [ D(s)]~ means the matrix whose columns consist of the highest-degree 
coefficients of the respective columns of D(s). D(s) is said to be column- 
reduced ( coZumn-pruper ) if [ D( s )] c is nonsingular. [D(s)] R and row re- 
ducedness are defined similarly. 
For a given reachable system (F, G), it is known (Wolovich [15]) that 
there exists a pair of right-coprime polynomial matrices S(s), D(s) such that 
(3.1.a) 
(3.1.b) 
and 
(3.14 VS( s) = 
(sZ,-F)-‘G=S(s)D(s)-‘, 
D(s) is column reduced, 
1 
s 
. . g-1 I ; 0 0 ---------------,---_j_______-_------- 
0 I ‘. I I . 1 0 
L___L______________- 
0 IO11 % s 1 ... s J 
1 
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for some nonsingular matrix V, where ur,. . . , a, are the column degrees 
of D(s). 
Let us next consider how state feedback affects polynomial matrix frac- 
tions. Let the feedback u = - Kx be applied to the system. Then we have 
(3.2) (sZ,,-FJIG=S(s)[D(s)+KS(s)] -l, 
where F, := F - GK. We see that 
(3.3) D,(s) := D(s)+ KS(s) 
satisfies the conditions in (3.1.a) and (3.1.b) for F,. So we call D(s) the 
open-loop denominator polynomial matrix. On the other hand, D,(s) is called 
the closed-loop denominator polynomial matrix. These matrices are known to 
be closely related to the eigenstructure of the system (see the above refer- 
ences). For example, det D(s) and det DC(s) are the characteristic polynomi- 
als of the open- and closed-loop systems, respectively. Furthermore, for fixed 
D(s), there is a one-to-one correspondence between D,(s) and K as follows: 
LEMMA Let the factorization (3.1) given. Then 
mapping 
(3.5) ++ D(s)+ 
is one-to-one. 
Suppose that have D(s) K,S( s) D(s) + Then 
(K,- K,)S(s) 0. 
By we have = K,. (3.5) is 
We to give a condition equivalent to in 
terms of D,(s): 
LEMMA The circle criterion (2.3) is equivalent to the condition 
(3.8) Dz( - jo)D&jw) - DT( - jo)D(jw) > 0 for all o E R, 
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where D(s) and D,(s) denote the open- and closed-loop denominator polyno- 
mial matrices, respectively. 
Proof. Observe that 
(3.9) W(s) = I, + KS(s)D(s) -’ [by (2.4) and (3.l.a)] 
= [D(s)+KS(s)]D(s)-’ 
= D&s)D(s) -’ [by (3.3)1. 
Suppose that (2.3) holds. Then by pre- and postmultiplying it by DT( - jo) 
and D(jw), respectively, we obtain (3.8). The converse can be shown 
similarly. U 
We also call the condition (3.8) the circle criterion with a slight abuse of 
language. We now show the following fact which ensures that optimality is 
preserved by successively shifting poles according to our method. 
PROPOSITION 3.10. Let the feedbacks K, and K, be applied to the 
reachable system (F, G) successively, and suppose that both of them satisfy 
the circle criterion. Then the circle criterion is also satisfied for the total gain 
K:=K,+K,. 
Proof. Define the closed-loop denominators as 
(3.11) D,(s) := D(s)+ K,S(s), D,(s) := Dl( s) + K,S( s). 
Then by Lemma 3.7 the circle criteria are written as 
D;( - jw)D,(jw) - DT( - jw)D(jw) > 0, 
D,T( - jo)D,(jw) - D;( - jw) D,(ju) > 0 forall WEIR. 
Adding these two inequalities, we obtain 
(3.12) D:(-ju)D2(ju)-DT(-ju)D(ju)&U forall OER. 
On the other hand, we see from (3.11) that DJs) is the closed-loop 
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denominator polynomial matrix for K = K, + K,, since 
D,(s)=D(s)+K,S(s)+K,S(s)=D(s)+(K,+K,)S(s). 
Therefore (3.12) means the circle criterion for K. w 
4. THE MAXIMAL POLE-ASSIGNABLE AREA-I 
We are now ready to consider the pole-shifting problem formulated in 
Section 2. Given the modal decomposition (2.7) with (2.8), we will character- 
ize the set of all feedbacks which satisfy both (2.9) and the circle criterion, 
and then compute K, which shifts the pole h to a specified point. Let us start 
by showing that the return difference matrix defined by (2.4) can be reduced 
to a simpler form if the feedback satisfies (2.9). Suppose for the moment that 
we have obtained the right-coprime factorization 
(4.1) (sZ,-Fl)-lGl=Sl(s)E(s)-'. 
(Later this factorization will be computed explicitly.) Then we have the 
following result: 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let (F, G) be reachable, and suppose that the modal 
decomposition (2.7) and the co-prime factorization (4.1) are given. Then the 
return diffmence matrix W(s) for the feedback (2.9) satisfies 
(4.3) 
where 
(4.4) 
W(s) = E,(s)E(s) -l, 
E,(s) := E(s)+ K,&(s). 
Proof. The factorization (4.3) follows directly from 
-1 
w(s)=z,+[Kl O] szl-FF1 sz o_F 
1 [ Cl 
1 
2 “-T 3 GA 
=Z,+K,(sZ,-F,)-‘G, 
= I, + K,S,(s)E(s) -’ [by (4.1)1 
= E,(s)E(s) -’ [by (4.4)1. n 
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The following corollary can be shown similarly to Lemma 3.7. 
COROLLARY 4.5. lf the return difference matrix satisfies (4.3) then the 
circle criterion is equivalent to 
(4.6) E~(-ju)E,(jo)-ET(-j~)E(j~)>O forall WEIR. 
We have thus reduced the circle criterion to the simple form above. For 
simplicity, (4.6) is also called the circle criterion. Let us next show that the 
polynomial matrices E(s) and E,(s) also play an important role from the 
viewpoint of pole shifting. 
PROPOSITION 4.7. Under the same hypotheses as in Proposition 4.2, 
suppose that det E(s) and det E,(s) have rw common zeros, i.e., all of the 
zeros of det E(s) are shifted elsewhere. Then the open- and closed-loop 
denominator polynomial matrices D(s), D,(s) satisfy the equalities 
(4.8) D(s) = E(s)@s), D,(s) = Ec(s)fi(s) 
for some polynomial matrix 3(s). 
Proof. From (4.3) and (3.9) we have 
W(s)=Dc(s)D(s)-‘=E,(s)E(s)-‘. 
Hence we obtain 
E,(s) -lDc(s) = E(s) -‘D(s). 
The left-hand side has poles, if any, only at the zeros of det E,(s), while the 
right-hand side has poles only at the zeros of det E(s). Since the zeros of 
det E,(s) and det E(s) are disjoint, the entries in this matrix cannot have any 
poles, i.e., this is a polynomial matrix. Writing this as D(s), we obtain (4.8). n 
Recall that the zeros of det D(s) and det D,(s) are the open- and 
closed-loop poles, respectively (Wolovich [15]). From (4.8) we have 
det D(s) = det E(s)det B(s), 
det DC(s) = det E,(s)det I)(s). 
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Therefore, the above proposition states that the feedback (2.9) shifts only the 
zeros of det E(s) to those of det E,(s). Thus we can reduce our problem of 
pole shifting to that of finding E,(s) such that the zeros of det E,(s) are in 
the specified points. 
In what follows, we compute E(s) in (4.1) for each of the cases in (2.8), 
and then characterize E,(s) such that the circle criterion (4.6) holds. Let us 
start with the case of h E R. 
THEOREM 4.9. Let 
form (2.7) with (2.8.a). 
the pair 
(4.10.a) 
(F, G) be reachable, and suppose that F is in the 
Then there exists an orthogonal matrix V such that 
1 , 
(4.10.b) S,(S):=[~~G~~~ 0 ... 0] 
gives a coprime factorization (4.1). Furthermore, the circle criterion holds for 
the feedback (2.9) iff E,(s) defined by (4.4) satisfies 
(4.11) &!Cs)=V [ s-h, 0 6 1 1 and lhcl 2 1x1. 
m-1 
Proof. We start by showing the first half. Define oi:= l]Gi]l-‘Gy, and 
take vs,. . . , v, such that V:= [vi,..., v,] is orthogonal. Then it is enough to 
show that E(s), S,(s) in (4.10) satisfy (4.1). Since G,v, = llGlll and G,vi = 0 
hold for i = 2,. . . , m, we have 
(sZ,-Fl)-lGIV=(~-h)-l[llGlll 0 *.. 0] 
= [IIGJ 0 ... 0] z” -I. 
77-l 1 
By postmultiplying this by V-i, we have (4.1). 
Let us show the second half. If (4.11) holds, then the circle criterion (4.6) 
follows via direct calculation. Conversely, suppose (4.6). To show (4.11), 
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observe that 
(4.12) Ec(s)=E(s)+K,S,(s) by (4.4)1 
s-h 0 =v 0 [ 1 m-l 1 +v[ VTK,IIGJ 0 “. 01 by (4.Wl 
[ 
s-x, 0 
=v c I I forsome X,ER and cur”-‘. “Z- 1 
Substituting (4.10.a) and (4.12) into (4.6) then yields 
(4.13) 
[ 
hC2+llc112-~2 CT >o 
C 1 0 . 
Hence we have c = 0 and lhcl >, (XI. By (4.12) we obtain (4.11). n 
This theorem has the following meaning. Since det E,(s) = s - Xc by 
(4.11), we can shifi X to A, while satisfying the circle criterion if and only 
if IX ,-I > I h I. Furthermore, such a feedback is uniquely determined by Xc. 
This is because D,(s) is uniquely determined by (4.8) and (4.11), and the 
feedback gains K and D,(s) are in one-to-one correspondence by Lemma 
3.4. From (4.10) and (4.11), this feedback is clearly given by 
i 
h - A, 
1 
T 
(4.14) K= [Ki 01, K,=V llGl,, 0 ... 0 . 
We now proceed to the case of complex conjugate poles, i.e., the case 
(2.8.b) in the modal decomposition (2.7). We first show that under the 
specialized assumption 
(4.15) rankG,=l, 
we have a result entirely analogous to Theorem 4.9. 
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THEOREM 4.16. Let (F, G) be reachable, and suppose that F is in the 
fm (2.7) with (2.8.b). If (4.15) holds, then there exists an orth.ogonal 
matrix V such that the pair 
(4.17.a) E(s) :=v I (s-h)(s-A) 0 I ’ m-1 1 
(4.17.b) S,(s):= [a+bs 0 es. 0] 
gives a coprim factorization (4.1), where a and b are suitable constant 
vectors. Furthermure, the circle criterion holds for the feedback (2.9) iff 
E,(s) defined by (4.4) satisfies 
(4.18) E,(s) =V 
(s-MS-Q 0 
0 z ’ m-1 1 
and 
Proof. By (4.15) we have dimker G, = m - 1. Hence there exists an 
orthogonal matrix V := [ v1 . . . v,] such that 
(4.20) G,v, = . . . = G,v, = 0. 
Therefore, as in the proof of Theorem 4.9, we have 
(d,-F,)-‘GIV 
= [( sI~-F,)-~G,v, 0 ... 0] [by (4.20)] 
= (s_A;(s_xj(a+b4 0 ... O] by(2.8.b)l 
+a+bs 0 . . . ()] (s-hb(s-X) Io 
1 
-1 
m-l 
for some constant vectors a, b. Hence S,(s) and E(s) satisfy (4.1). 
The proof of the second half is entirely similar to that in Theorem 4.9. n 
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Im 
X=O,2+j 
-- x 
0 1 Re 
FIG. 1. Area of closed-loop poles attained by optimal feedback-the case of 
rankG,=l. 
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The above theorem characterizes the maximal pole-assignable area while 
satisfying the circle criterion: when we assign poles to specified complex 
conjugate points A,,X,, this is possible if and only if 
(4.21) Re( X:) > Re( A2) and lhcl > Ihl 
by (4.19). Figure 1 shows the left-hand half of this area. 
In the above discussion, we have assumed (4.15). This assumption is, for 
example, always valid for single-input systems. But this is too restrictive for 
general multiinput systems: we have almost always G, with full rank 2 (note 
that G, is a 2 X m matrix). It is more difficult in this case to compute the 
coprime factorization (4.1) and chracterize E,(s) such that the circle crite- 
rion holds. This is the theme of the next section. 
5. THE MAXIMAL POLE-ASSIGNABLE AREA-II 
In this section we consider the case where G, has full rank 2. As in the 
case of rank G, = 1, we start by finding E(s) and Si(s) in (4.1). Since there 
does not exist in this case an orthogonal matrix V such that (4.20) holds, we 
make use of the singular-value decomposition of G, as follows: 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let (F, G) be reachable, and suppose that F is in the 
form (2.7) with (2.8.b) and rank G, = 2. Consider the singular value decom- 
position 
(5.2) 
0 0 ... 0 
UGg p1 = 0 p2 0 0 1 ’ Pl 2 P2 ’ 0, ... 
via suitable orthogonal matrices U and V. Put p := p2/p1. Then the pair 
z mo2]> A:= [Gp -u”“]. 
(5.3.b) S,(s):= [P 0 ... 01, P := Urdiag( pr, p2) 
gives a coprime factorization in (4.1). 
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Proof. Let us show that E(s) and S,(S) satisfy (4.1). We have 
G,V=[P 0 a.. 0] 
by (5.2). It follows that 
(5.4) 
(sZ,-F,)-‘G,V= [(sZ2-F,)-lP 0 -.. 0] 
'[p 0 . . . ()I S~2-pg-1FlP z0 I 
-1 
. 
m-2 1 
If we have P-‘F,P = A, then we obtain (4.1) by postmultiplying (5.4) by 
V-l. Since UF,UT = F, holds via direct calculation, we have 
(5.5) P-lF,P = diag(l/p,, l/p,) UF,UTdiagh, PZ> = A. 
Thus we obtain (4.1). n 
In contrast to the case of rank G 1 = 1, E(s) given above contains a 2 X 2 
matrix A, and hence makes our analysis more complicated. Note that A 
consists of (Y, /3, and the value p peculiar to this case, and that 0 -C p < 1 by 
definition. These values will play a key role in obtaining the maximal 
pole-assignable area. 
Let us next consider when tht circle criterion holds in this case: 
PROPOSITION 5.6. Under the same hypotheses as in Proposition 5.1, 
consider the coprim factorization (4.1) given by (5.3). Then the circle 
criterion (4.6) holds for the feedback (2.9) iff E,(s) defined by (4.4) satisfies 
the following two conditions: 
(5.7) zo , 
m-2 1 
and 
(5.8) ( -sZ,-AT,)(SZ~-A~)-(-SZ~-A~)(SZ~-A)=X>~, 
where A, and X are constant matrices. 
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Proof. If both (5.7) and (5.8) are satisfied, then the circle criterion (4.6) 
clearly holds. Conversely, assume (4.6). We will show that (5.7) and (5.8) 
hold. Observe first 
(5.9) E,(s)=E(s)+K,S,(s) by (441 
sZ, - A 0 
=v o z _ SWTK,[P 0 *.. 01 by (5.3)1 
m 2 1 
I 
for some A, and C. 
Hence (5.7) holds if C = 0. By substituting (5.3.a) and (5.9) into the circle 
criterion (4.6), we have 
(5.10) [“(E) y]>O forall WEIR, 
where 
By (5.10), we have C = 0, and hence (5.7) holds. 
To show (5.8), observe that (5.10) leads to 
(5.11) 
A( jti) = ( - joZ, - AT,)(jwZ, - A,) - ( - joI, - A*)( jwZ, - A) 
=j+-AT,+A*-A)+(A;A,-ArA) 
=jwy+x>,o forall WEIR, 
where 
(5.12) Y:=A,-AT,+A*-A, X := AT,A, - A*A. 
By substituting w = 0 in (5.11), we obtain X >, 0. Hence (5.8) holds if Y = 0. 
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Since Y r = - Y by (5.12) we can write 
Y=[Z ;,Y]> x=[:: :I. 
If y # 0, then 
det(jwY+X)=x,r,- (ri+(~y)‘) <O 
for sufficiently large o. Since this is a contradiction, y = 0 follows. Therefore 
we obtain (5.8) by (5.11). n 
The above proposition gives a complete chracterization of the set of all 
feedbacks (2.9) which satisfy the circle criterion. If we specify E,(s), then 
the corresponding feedback is given as follows: 
COROLLARY 5.13. For given E(s), S,(s) in (5.3) and E,(s) in (5.7) the 
feedback gain K, such that (4.4) holds is given by 
K,=V (A-AcP1 , 
[ 0 I 
Proof. Obvious on solving (4.4) for K,. n 
We can now proceed to the problem of pole shifting while satisfying the 
circle criterion. Let Xi, X, E C be given points which are either complex 
conjugate or both real. We want to find E,(s) such that (5.7) (5.8), and 
(5.14) det E,(s) = det(sI,- A,) = (s - X,)(s - X,) 
hold. However, it is not easy in this case to determine E,(s) directly, since 
A, is not a scalar (cf. Theorem 4.16). 
In the rest of this section, we show that such A, exists if and only if 
X i, X, are in a certain area. This is done by 
(i) showing that (5.8) cannot hold if the eigenvalues Xi, X, of A, are 
outside this area, and then 
(ii) giving an algorithm to find A, such that both (5.8) and (5.14) hold 
when Xi, A, are inside this area. 
Let us start with (i). We first need the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 5.15. Any 2 x 2 positive semidefinite matrix X can be written as 
(5.16) 
(~i+clz)+(~i-~Lz)cos2~ (pi - k)sin2q 
(k - k)sin2q I (pi + Z-4 - (k - Z4cos2T ’ 
Proof. Since X is symmetric, it can be diagonalized as 
BrXB = diag(pI, p2), B := 
cos ‘p - sincp 
sin cp 1 coscp . 
Hence we have (5.16) via direct calculation. n 
Now suppose that the condition (5.8) holds for X > 0, and define 
(5.17) ‘I”(s) := ( - sZ, - AT)(sZz - A) + X. 
Then we have Q(s) = ( - sZ, - A:)(sZz - A,) by (5.8), and hence 
(5.18) det@(s)=det(-sZ,-A,)det(sZ,-A,). 
If we denote by hi, h, the eigenvalues of A,, then the zeros of det a’(s) are 
k Xi, f h, by (5.18). Let us see how the condition (5.8) restricts the area 
where those zeros can exist. 
PROPOSITION 5.19. Let A be given by (5.3.a), and X by (5.16). Define 
Q(s) by (5.17). Then the coefficients k,, k, of 
must satisfy the following: 
(5.21) 
and, fmfixed k,, 
(5.22) 
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(5.23) 
kmin := k, - 27&,, 
k 
i 
k,, + 27& tf 7 < sh 
:= max 
k, + r2 + {i otherwise. 
Proof. Observe that, via direct calculation, we have 
(5.24.a) k, = 2( p2 - a”) - (pL1 + p2), 
(5.24.b) k, = ( a2 + a”)“+ q 
Since p1 + p2 >, 0, we obtain (5.21) by (5.24.a). 
Let us next show (5.22). Suppose that k, is fixed. Then we have 
p1 + p2 = 27 by (5.23) and (5.24.a). Hence we obtain 
-~(~-p)j3((~+~)ficos2q+2asin2plj 
= k, + ~1~2 - bl- c12)l(d 
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by (5.23) and (5.24.b) where 
w=2 p-P P ’ (’ ) (( i+p)ficos2p+2asin2rp}. 
We want to find the maximal and minimal values of k, under 0 < pi < 27, 
Pa=27-l-Q, and 0 < QI < r/2. We can assume pi < pa with no loss of 
generality. Fix pi (and hence pa) for the moment. Then k, becomes maximal 
when {(cp) is maximal. By Schwartz’s inequality, we have 
forallcp. 
Thus we have 
k2 G 4, + ~1~2 - (r-l1 - 1l2)So 
= k, + 1427 - ~1) - @%l- 27)&j. 
It is then easily verified by elementary calculus that k, < k,,, holds. Simi- 
larly, k, > kmi,. n 
COROLLARY 5.26. Zf (5.8) holds for some X > 0, then the eigenvalues 
A,, X2 of A, must satisfy 
(5.27) xz,+PJ+22(012 -p”) and kminQA:A\<k,ax> 
where kmin and k,,, are given by (5.23). 
Proof. Obvious by the relationships k, = - (A”, + A\), k, = X:X% from 
(5.20). n 
We have thus shown that (5.27) is a necessary condition under which 
(5.8) and (5.14) hold for some A,. Let us next show that (5.27) is also 
sufficient. This is done by deriving A, such that (5.8) and (5.14) hold for 
A,¶ x2 in this area. 
PROPOSITION 5.28. Suppose that X Ir A, E C are either complex conju- 
gate or both real, and that (5.27) is satisfied. Then there exists A, E R2x2 
such that (5.8) and (5.14) hold. 
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Proof. We first derive X >, 0 such that Q(s) in (5.17) satisfies (5.20) and 
then find A, such that (5.8) and (5.14) hold. 
In (5.25), the equality holds iff 
Take this cp, and solve (5.24) with respect to pi, pa [this is possible by (5.27)]. 
Defining X by (5.16) and Q(s) by (5.17) then yields (5.20). 
Now we need only to find A, such that 
(5.29.a) (a(s) = ( - sZ, - AT,)(sZa - A,) 
and 
(5.29.b) det(sZ,- A,) = (s - X,)(s - X,). 
Let us first suppose that Xi # X,. By (5.20) we have 
(5.30) @(Xl)u,=@(A,)u,=O forsome u,fO, u,ZO. 
We can take ui, ua as complex conjugate vectors if Xi, X, are complex 
conjugate, and real vectors if they are real. We first claim that ui, ua are 
linearly independent. If not, then ui = au, holds for some a E @. Therefore 
(5.31) {@(X,) - @(ha)} Ui = Q(A,)u, - aQ(X,)u, = 0 
by (5.30). On the other hand, rewriting (5.17) as 
Q(s) = - s2Z2 + s( A - AT) + ATA + X, 
we have 
@(Xi)-@@a)= -(Xz,-X2,)Z2+(X1-X2)(A-AT) 
= -(A,-+,){(X,+h,)Z,+(A-AT)}. 
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On the right-hand side, observe that X, - X, f 0, and 
(5.32) det{(X,+A,)I,+(A-Ar)} =(X1+h2)2+(1/~+p)2p2>0 
since p # 0 and X, + X2 E R. Hence a( hi) - a( X2) is nonsingular, which 
contradicts (5.31). Thus ul, u2 are linearly independent. 
Now let us show that (5.29) holds for 
(5.33) A, := Udiag(h,, X2) U-‘, u:= [ur,u2]. 
We clearly have (5.29.b). Next, (5.29.a) holds if we have 
(5.34) Ur@(s)U=diag(-s-X,, -s-X,)VUdiag(s-A,,s-A,). 
To show this, observe that s - Xi divides O(s)u, for i = 1,2 by (5.30). In 
view of Qr( - s) = Q(s), by definition, we obtain 
u~@(s)uj=(-s-Axi)~ij(s)(s-xj), i = 1,2, j = 1,2, 
for some polynomials Eij(s). By defining Z(s) := (tjj(s)), we have 
U*@(s)U= diag( -s - Xi, -s-X,)Z(s)diag(s-X,,s-h,). 
But 5(s) = U*U is seen by comparing the highest-degree coefficients of the 
two sides. We thus obtain (5.34) and hence (5.29.a). 
Let us next suppose h r = X2. Then we have X, E R. Hence there exists 
ur E R2 such that @(A,)u, = 0 and llur/l= 1. Take u2 such that U:= [ui, u2] 
is orthogonal. Then, as above, 
(5.35) 
I 
(-s”+q&r(s) (-s-U&2(4 
UT@(s)U= (s-X,)5,,(s) 622(s) 1 
holds for some polynomials t,,(s). By comparing the highest-degree coeffi- 
cients of the two sides, we obtain 
&l(S) = 1, &2(s) = 521(s) = (VP + PP. 
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FIG. 2. Area of closed-loop poles attained by optimal feedback-the case of 
rankG,=2. 
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Furthermore, in view of det UrQ(s)U = ( - s2 + Aai)2, we have 
&l.J s) = - s2 + x”l + (l/p + p)2ps, 
Therefore we have (5.29.a) and (5.29.b) for 
(5.36) 
We have thus shown the following main result: 
THEOREM 5.37. Let (F, G) be reachable, and suppose that F is in the 
form (2.7) with (2.8. b) and rank G, = 2. Then the poles A, h can be shifted 
to A,, A, while satisfying the circle criterion iff (5.27) holds. Such a 
feedback K is given according to the algorithm of Proposition 5.28 and 
Coroll4Wy 5.13. 
We show in Figure 2 the area given by (5.27) in the case where Xi, A, are 
complex conjugate and in C _. The above theorem shows that this is the 
maximal area where the poles are assignable while satisfying the circle 
criterion. 
In closing this section, let us point out that the maximal area is deter- 
mined by (Y (=ReX), p (=ImX), and p. The value of p can be easily 
obtained as follows. In (2.8.b) [l j](hZ, - F,) = 0 holds by direct calcula- 
tion. By defining rr := [l j 0 . . . O]M-‘, we have rr(XZ, - F) = 0 from 
(2.7). Namely, x is the left eigenvector corresponding to X. Since xrG = 
[l j]G, holds by (2.7), we have 
G = RexTG 
1 I 1 ImrrG ’ 
This fact means that the area (5.27) can be determined from X and x alone, 
without actually computing the modal decomposition (2.7). 
6. AN EXAMPLE 
Consider the reachable system 
-2.0 0 
(6-I) 1.0 0 
5.0 3.0 I> G := [ - 3.0 81  4.0 61  1 . 
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We attempt to shift the poles X := 1 + 2j and x into C -. Namely, we take 
(6.2) 
in (2.7). We obtain UGiV = diag(l0,5) in this case, where 
Hence p = 5/10 = 0.5, and 
(6.4) -;:;], P:=[ _;o.o ‘;I. 
in (5.3). We have k, < 6 by (5.21). Furthermore, by (5.23) 
(6.5) 
kl 
r=3---, 
2 
k,= 25+19r, &, = 1.5 x m = 8.078, 
kmin = 25+2.845r, 
k max 
if r < 8.078, 
otherwise. 
Hence we can shift X and x to, say, A, := - 2 and X2 := - 4 (because 
kmin = 61.985 and k,, = 506.25 in this case). 
Let us obtain the feedback which attains this pole shifting. We first derive 
X >, 0 such that Q(s) in (5.17) satisfies 
det Q(s) = { s2 - ( - 2,“) { .s2 - ( - 4)‘} = s4 - 20~~ +64. 
We obtain pi, p2, and ‘p such that (5.24) holds as follows. The function 
(6.6) l(q) = 1.5(5cos2q +2sin2q) 
takes the maximal value & = 8.078 when cp := $ tan-‘(s) = 10.901. So let us 
take this cp. Then (5.24) becomes 
- 20 = 6 - (PI+ ps>, 
64 = 52 +9.5(p, + cls) + pij-ls - 8.078(1*, - !-QJ. 
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The solutions are pi = 25.952, pa = 0.04816. Hence by (5.16), we have 
(6.7) 
X = 25.026 4.810 1 4.810 0.974 ’
Let us next find A, such that (5.18) and (5.14) hold. By Proposition 5.28, 
we need only to find ur, ua such that (5.30) holds. We have 
Hence we can take ur := [ - 1 2.135]r, u2 := [ - 1 0.936]? Therefore, 
(6-g) A,= [ul %]diag( -2, -4)[Ur u2] -’ 
_ -5.561 
-[ 
- 1.668 
3.332 1 - 0.439 .
By Corollary 5.13, we obtain 
We have thus obtained the feedback gain K := [K, 0] which shifts only A 
and x to - 2 and - 4 while satisfying the circle criterion. There still remains 
the unstable pole 3, but we can also shift it into Q: - in the same way. 
7. CONCLUSION 
We have studied the problem of successive pole shifting while satisfying 
the circle criterion. Making fuIl use of the polynomial matrix method, we 
have clarified the maximal assignable area and obtained a feedback which 
shifts poles precisely to given points in this area. It should be noted that this 
feedback is given in terms of the modal decomposition without computing 
polynomial matrix fractions explicitly. Furthermore, the maximal area is 
determined solely by the open-loop pole and the corresponding left eigenvec- 
tor. 
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Pole shifting by means of the inverse problem is not entirely new in the 
literature. In fact, such an attempt was made by Juang and Lee [6] and by 
Lee and Liaw [lo]. Unfortunately, they derived incorrect results due to a 
miscalculation. Furthermore, they aimed at finding merely the part of the 
pole-assignable area which is sufficient for optimality. In contrast, our ap- 
proach uses a complete solution to the inverse problem, and hence the 
maximal assignable area is obtained. 
The authors wish to thank Dr. T. Fujii for his valuable discussions, and 
Professor H. Fukawa fm his kind encouragement. 
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